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Colour was the jumping off point for my design.  
I was inspired by the lime, coral and turquoise fabrics 
the Janome Education team are using for our 2020/2021 
samples, classes and projects. 

We are super excited about the features offered on the 
Janome Continental M7 so using the Quilt Block Advisor 
was a good choice for the blocks.  Please note that 
this project can be made and quilted on other Janome 
machines. The Quilt Block advisor information and 
instructions are available on the free Janome AcuSpark 
App for both Android and Apple mobile devices 
Information is offered in the following instructions. 

Janome provides a myriad of wonderful tools for sewing 
and quilting. We used many of these while creating 
this quilt: Quilt Block Advisor, AcuSpark App + Janome 
sewing machines and feet including: Acufil quilting, 
Walking foot quilting and free motion/ruler quilting. 

All fabrics used were 100% cotton. Thread used for the 
piecing and quilting was our Canada 150 Tamara Kate 
Aurifil cotton collection box. 

Finished Size: 43 x 43" 

Time: 2-3 Days

Skill Level: Confident beginner to Intermediate

Sunshine  
Sampler Quilt  
Created by: Liz Thompson
National Education Manager, Janome Canada

Using the Janome quilt block advisor software 
and Acuspark App
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Sunshine Sampler Quilt

Supplies Required:

•  Janome Sewing machine: we used the Janome 
Continental M7 and MC15000 (for the Acufil quilting 
only) but this project can be made on other Janome 
models. For example, the Mc500E and MC550E have 
optional Acufil quilting kits for the Acufil quilting 
techniques.  

•  Fabric – 100% cotton (approximated fabric amounts, 
you can happily raid your stash!):  
- 0.75 m of lime 
- 0.3 m of turquoise 
- Approx 0.1 m of grey print (or a FQ) 
- 0.3 m coral print fabric 
- 0.3 m  blue/turquoise floral print 
- 0.3 m grey/coral floral print 
-  Enough batting (Hobbs Heirloom 80/20) and cotton 

backing fabric for 43/44" square 

•  Aurifil Canada 150 box of cotton quilting thread. You 
could also use Madeira Catona or Hilos Iris cotton 
thread for the piecing and quilting. Colours used were 
grey, lime, turquoise and coral. 

•  Artistic Tack spray 

•  Small amount of fusible web for heart and flower raw 
edge applique. 

•  Template shapes for heart and flower applique – I drew 
the shapes freehand but there are many available to 
download or trace. 

•  Janome AcuSpark app – free App which can be 
downloaded to both Apple and Android phones and 
tablets/iPads. This app provides instructions for cutting 
and piecing the blocks. This information can be found 
under General Instructions & Tips >  Other > Quilting 
> 6 block designs: Nine Patch; Mosaic; Lemon star (aka 
Lemoyne star); Log cabin; Grandma’s Garden; Baby 
blocks. Alternatively, you can substitute the blocks with 
your favourite block patterns. 

•  Continental M7 PC Applications pack (Software CD 
included with the Janome Continental M7) for Quilt 
Block Advisor software to calculate and print cutting 
templates. Or use your own favourite quilt block 
patterns. 

•  Janome red tip needles  

•  HP foot and plate for 1/4" piecing. The piecing can also 
be done with other 1/4" feet options: Janome O foot, 
Clearview foot and guide etc. 

•  Acufeed flex walking foot with Open toe sole plate. 
Other walking feet options can also be used. 

•  Janome Applique foot AP for 9mm machine models 

•  Janome Rulerwork foot: I used the QR foot for the 
Continental M7 but there are ruler work feet for all of 
our Janome machines (ask your Janome dealer or visit 
our website >Accessory Guide) 

•  Janome Rulerwork Kit or Janome Sew Comfortable 
ruler quilting templates. We used a straight ruler for the 
ruler quilting on this quilt. 

•  Janome Acufil Quilting ASQ22 hoop with hard template 
and magnets (Optional). I chose to quilt the four Nine 
Patch corner blocks and all the turquoise and coral 
cornerstones using the ASQ22 hoop on the Janome 
MC15000 Quiltmaker. However, these blocks could just 
as easily have been diagonally quilted with the Acufeed 
flex foot, free motion quilted with a design of your 
choice or ruler quilted with your choice of template(s). 

•  Janome blue dot bobbin case for ruler work and Acufil 
quilting (The M7 has a specific one – different to the 
embroidery machines -  so do ask your dealer which is 
the correct one for your machine) 

•  Janome Quilt Binder set for 9mm Easy set bobbin 
models. 

•  Rotary cutter, mat and ruler.

•  Iron and pressing mat or board.

•  Scissors or thread snips

•  Washaway marking pen (optional) 

Abbreviations:  
SL = Stitch Length,  SW = Stitch Width,  
WOF = Width of Fabric
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MY FAVOURITE JANOME ACCESSORIES

Janome HP Foot and Plate:

Since working on the MC15000, my go-to foot and 

plate are always the HP. I find my 1/4” seams to be more 

uniform and I love the visibility that the slim design of 

the presser foot affords as well as the ease with which it 

allows for feeding even the tightest of curves through the 

machine accurately.

Janome AcuFeed Standard Foot (AD):

Due to its dual feed capabilities, this foot is indispensable 

for quilting. The guide bar keeps quilting lines equal 

distances apart for a clean, modern look.

Janome Ruler Work Foot (QR):

For safe, easy ruler work quilting, this is my favourite. I 

love that the front of the foot dips down in the centre to 

give great visibility of both the work area and needle and 

the sides are nice and high to avoid any jumping over the 

templates. Click here for more information. 

Janome 6-Piece Ruler Work Kit:

A variety of motifs can be achieved with this kit,  

designed by Leonie West. My favourites are the most 

basic: the Straight Ruler and the 6” Arc Ruler. The kit 

includes a handy how-to DVD, an instruction booklet  

and even anti-slip tape to adhere to the underside  

of the rulers (very handy).

https://janomelife.wordpress.com/2020/02/03/new-rulerwork-feet-from-janome/
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PROJECT INSTRUCTIONS

CUTTING THE FABRIC:

Step 1 - Print and trim the cutting template shapes 
for all of the blocks. (print from Quilt Block Advisor 
software (with Janome Continental M7) or follow cutting 
instructions in the Janome AcuSpark App) 

TIP: Check the size at which your printer prints these 
template sheets. Your printer should be set to print 
at actual size. Ask me how I know?! My blocks ended 
up being 1/4 - 3/4" larger than planned as my printer 
obviously printed the templates larger than the 10.5" I 
selected. This is worth checking before you start cutting 
fabric!  

Step 2 - Cut all the pieces of fabric for each of the blocks. 
There are 6 blocks but I made four nine-patch blocks (for 
the corners) to bring the total to 9 blocks. I chose to do 
10.5" blocks (which actually ended up being 11" blocks 
due to my printer issue – see above) but you can alter the 
sizing of your blocks in the Quilt Block advisor software. 

 

TIP: Spray a tiny bit of Artistic tack spray on the back 
of the paper cutting templates and then position on 
the fabric. This will make the cutting much easier as the 
template won’t slip and cause inaccurate cutting

TIP: Organize your blocks into separate stacks on your 
work table - or in little zip seal baggies – to prevent 
confusion and save you time. 

PIECING AND APPLIQUE: 

Step 1 - Attach the foot to the Janome machine that 
you intend to use for your 1/4" piecing. I used the HP 
foot and plate as it gives a lovely scant 1/4" seam. But as 
mentioned in the supply list, there are other Janome 1/4" 
feet you may prefer to use. 

Step 2 - Use chain piecing to speed things up. 

Step 3 - Thread up the machine with a suitable cotton 
piecing thread. We used grey Aurifil thread in the needle 
and bobbin.

Step 4 - Ensure that you have a new Janome red tip 
needle in the machine before you start sewing. 

Step 5 - Work your way through all the blocks, piecing as 
per instructions in the Quilt Block advisor and AcuSpark 
App. (or according to the block patterns you may have 
alternatively decided to use).
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TIP: Are you are afraid of Y seams? Well, the bad news 
is that you will be doing dozens of Y seams in the Baby 
blocks, Grandma’s Garden and Lemon star blocks. The 
GOOD news is that I can confidently say that we will all 
no longer be afraid of Y seams long before we are done 
with these blocks! I found the App instructions were 
helpful and the Janome tools I used were nothing short 
of brilliant! The pics below show how the 120 degree 
needle plate marking and lines on the HP foot made the 
Y seams a breeze to do successfully. YAY!  

TIP: For Y seams: ALWAYS start sewing from the middle 
out to the edge. Do not try it the other way, it won’ t work 
well. Trust me on this! Start 1/4" in from the edge of the 
seam and stop 1/4" from the end. Use the 1/4" markings 
on the HP foot to assist you greatly with this. 

TIP: Start and end your Y seams with a locking stitch (not 
a back stitch) to prevent seams coming undone before 
you have all the pieces sewed together. But you will need 
to be sure you are starting and stopping in the exact 
correct spot for each seam so that you don’t have to 
unpick those lock stitches! After 6-8 Y seams, you will be 
off to the races! Why not try a couple of trial blocks – cut 
a few extra pieces of fabric and practice a half dozen Y 
seams ensuring you know how to make 3 seams come 
together neatly in that Y shape.

 

TIP: Do be sure to press your seams as you go and check 
that you are pressing to the correct side to assist with 
nesting seams in later piecing. Some prefer to press Y 
seams open but I found that a bit fiddly as I had to push 
them to one side to see where to start & stop sewing. 

Step 6 - When all the blocks have been pieced, press  
and trim so that all are an equal size. Ours were  
trimmed to 11". 

Step 7 - Baby blocks: I sprayed the back of the block with 
a little Artistic Tack spray and positioned it onto an 11" 
square of lime green fabric. I then stitched an applique/ 
blanket stitch around the edge of the baby blocks to 
secure it to the background block using grey thread, the 
Applique foot AP and stitch #1 in the Applique menu of 
the Continental M7 with SL2.5, SW2.5. 

Step 8 - The same was done for the Grandma’s Garden 
block. I trimmed it, sprayed a little Artistic tack glue to 
the back of the piecing and adhered it to an 11" block 
of lime fabric. It too was appliqued to the background 
square. However, here I used a small zig-zag stitch with 
turquoise thread: Utility menu stitch # 9 with SW 2.0 and 
SL 1.0. 

Step 9 - I added some raw edge applique to the Log 
cabin block: a heart and 2 flowers were drawn onto the 
paper side of fusible web. This was fused to the wrong 
side of the coral fabric and then cut out. The paper 
backing was removed and the appliques were fused in 
place onto the block. The Applique AP foot, coral thread 
and applique stitch #1 with SL2.5, SW2.5 was used to 
stitch around the heart. The flowers were appliqued using 
a small zig-zag stitch #9 with SW2.0, SL 1.0.  
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GRANDMAS GARDEN
Entered size (W): 10 1/2 inch    Circle 2: Seam allowance 1/4 inch 

MOSAIC
Entered size (W x H): 10 1/2  x 10 1/2 inches    Rows: 3    Seam allowance: 1/4 inch 

Completed pattern size (W x H): 
10 13/32 x 9 23/32 inches

Completed pattern size (W x H): 
10 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches

A1 x 1
W: 2 9/16 inches
H: 3 inches 

A1 x 9
W: 4 11/32 inches
H: 4 11/32 inches 

A2 x 9
W: 4 11/32 inches
H: 4 11/32 inches 

A2 x 6
W: 2 9/16 inches
H: 3 inches 

A3 x 12
W: 2 9/16 inches
H: 3 inches 
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LEMON STAR
Entered size (W x H): 10 1/2  x 10 1/2 inches    Seam allowance: 1/4 inch 

Completed pattern size (W x H): 
10 17/32 x 10 17/32 inches

A1 x 4
W: 3 13/16 inches
H: 2 21/32 inches 

A1 x 14
W: 2 9/16 inches
H: 2 7/32 inches 

A3 x 15
W: 2 9/16 inches
H: 2 7/32 inches 

A 2 x 15
W: 2 9/16 inches
H: 2 732 inches 

A2 x 4
W: 3 13/16 inches
H: 2 21/32 inches 

C x 4
W: 5 15/32 inches
H: 2 3/4 inches 

B x 4
W: 3 19/32 inches
H: 3 19/32 inches

BABY BLOCKS
Entered size (W x H): 10 1/2  x 10 1/2 inches     Rows: 6     Seam allowance: 1/4 inch 

Completed pattern size (W x H): 
10 3/8 x 10 3/8 inches
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NINE PATCH
Entered size (W x H): 10 1/2  x 10 1/2 inches    Rows: 3    Seam allowance: 1/4 inch 

Completed pattern size (W x H): 
10 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches

A2 x 4
W: 4 inches
H: 4 inches

A2 x 5
W: 4 inches
H: 4 inches

A1 and A2:  2 W x 2 H inches 

B1 and B2:  2 W x 3 1/2 H inches

C1 and C2:  2 W x 5 H inches

D1 and D2:  2 W x 6 1/2 H inches

E1 and E2:  2 W x 8 H inches

F1 and F2:  2W x 9 1/2 H" inches

G1: 2 W x 11" H inches

LOG CABIN
Entered size (W x H): 10 1/2  x 10 1/2 inches     Rows: 7     Seam allowance: 1/4 inch 

A1

A2

B2

B1

D1

F1

C1E1G1

C2

E2

D2 F2
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SEWING THE BLOCKS TOGETHER WITH  
SASHING AND BORDERS:

Step 1 - Sashing: Cut 4 strips of lime fabric full WOF by 
2.5" wide. Sub cut 12 strips – each one measuring  
12 x 2.5". 

Step 2 - Cut four 2.5" squares of coral fabric for the 
corner stones within the sashing. 

Step 3 - Borders: Cut 4 strips of lime fabric full width of 
fabric x 4" wide. Sub cut these strips into four 36" pieces. 

Step 4 - Cut 4 cornerstone blocks from the turquoise 
fabric: each 4" square. 

Step 5 - First assemble 3 vertical rows of 3 blocks in each. 
Sew these together with 11" strips of horizontal sashing. 
Use the HP foot and plate for 1/4" seams and press well. 
Trim the ends if necessary. Repeat for the other 2 vertical 
rows. 

Step 6 - Assemble the 2 horizontal sashing strips: 11" lime 
strip, coral corner stone, lime strip, coral corner stone and 
lime strip. Total length after piecing and pressing should 
be 37". Attach the 3 horizontal rows together using these 
2 assembled sashing strips. Ensure the coral corner 
stones line up perfectly with the sashing rows. I suggest 
pinning or clipping these seams to prevent slippage 
during sewing. 

Step 7 - Borders: Pick any side of the quilt and sew one  
4" strip of lime border fabric to that side. 

Step 8 - Sew one turquoise corner stone to the short end 
of the second lime border strip. Attach this to the second 
side of the quilt lining up the turquoise cornerstone with 
the first border strip. 

Step 9 - Press after adding each border strip. 

Step 10 - Repeat step #8 for third side. 

Step 11 - Repeat step # 8 for 4th side except that you will 
also sew the last/4th turquoise cornerstone to both short 
ends of this lime border strip. 

Step 12 - The quilt top is now assembled. Press well. 
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QUILTING:

Step 1 - Cut a 44 or 45" square of batting of your choice. 
We used Hobbs heirloom 80/20. 

Step 2 - Our backing fabric was cut 44 inches square. 
Ours was pieced but you maybe able to cut one piece 
large enough without necessitating piecing. 

Step 3 - Use Artistic tack spray and sandwich the 3 layers 
together. Do this carefully without stretching the fabric 
and smoothing any “wrinkles” that may occur. When nice 
and smooth, press both sides with your iron to further 
“glue” the sandwich. I don’t generally use safety pins 
unless I am quilting a heavier, larger quilt. 

Step 4 - I like to stabilize the quilt first by stitching a grid 
of some sort. This is essentially ditch stitching. I chose 
to stitch just inside the lime green sashing strips (rather 
than in the ditch) with lime thread and using the Janome 
Acufeed flex foot with open toe. Yes, I could have used 
the Ditch quilting foot but I actually prefer the open toe 
foot as I can see better and feel I have more control over 
the exact positioning of my stitching. 
 

TIP:  Line the LEFT inside edge of the open toe foot 
along the edge of the sashing and move the needle 
position over to the far left. Watch the left edge of 
the foot, not the needle. When you get to the coral 
cornerstone, stitch slightly to the left so that your stitching 
stays on the green sashing and then continue as before 
once past the cornerstone.

 

TIP: Adjust the SL to 3.0mm as a slightly longer stitch 
works better for this quilting. Use a thread in the bobbin 
that is suitable for the backing fabric. If necessary, adjust 
thread tension a little.

 

Step 5 - Quilting the Nine Patch blocks: These were 
positioned on the corners of the quilt. The quilting on 
these blocks was done with the MC15000 in the ASQ22 
hoop: Acufil quilting using designs built into the Acufil 
Tool software. Each of these 4 blocks were hooped 
securely with the magnets and hard template of the 
ASQ22 hoop. 3 designs from Acufil tool were used and 
resized to fit the 3.5" squares in each nine patch. I used 
one of the same designs in the turquoise cornerstones 
in the corners of the quilt. And I also used the daisy 
used in the centre of the nine patch, resized, in the coral 
cornerstones in the sashing. The daisy spills over into the 
sashing – just like daisies on a path in the garden! 

Step 6 - Quilting the borders and cornerstones Borders : 
cornerstones were Acufil quilted in the hoop and the lime 
borders were Acufeed flex straight stitch using the edge 
of the foot and needle position to vary the gaps between 
the rows of quilting. 
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Step 7 - Acufil Quilting:  

 

•  Open Acufil Tool software and select Create Original 
Acufil Designs

•  Type the minimum size of 3.94" for width and height of 
the blocks in the Nine Patch. These blocks are actually 
3.5" but we will resize the designs accordingly before 
saving and taking to the embroidery machine so that 
they fit inside our 9 blocks. I chose 2 designs: one for 
the floral print which I stitched in coral thread and one 
for the turquoise blocks which I stitched in turquoise. 

• Now select NEXT in the top tool bar to proceed. 

•  Now you have the 3.94" block which is your blank 
canvas to pop a quilting design onto: click the Design 
tab indicated with the red arrow which takes you to 
the designs included with the Acufil Tool software (no 
matter whether this was with Horizon Link Suite for 
the Janome MC15000 or in Acufil quilting kits for the 
MC12000, MC500E or MC550E. It's the same for all)
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•  I chose 2 designs from the Stippling Designs category: 
# 11 and #9 and the daisy #2 from Quilting designs. The 
daisy was quilted in the centre of the nine patch and 
the other 2 around that in the other 8 squares . You will 
see that all 3 were reduced a little in size – to approx 
90-95% of original size. Your choice of designs and size 
will depend on what size you made your Quilt blocks. I 
used design #11 again for the 4 turquoise corner stones 
in my border. 

•  And the design chosen for the coral cornerstones in the 
sashing was design # 2 in the Quilting designs category 
– the daisy again. That was reduced to the smallest 
– 90% and it still spilled over the edge of these coral 
cornerstones but I did not mind as I think daisies tend 
to grow like that and it did not affect neighb ouring 
block quilting! It was stitched in coral thread.

•  Once each design had been selected, click NEXT at the 
top and proceed to this screen where you need to both 
PRINT your paper template (red arrow) as well as save 
the design onto a USB stick. (green arrow). 

•  Cut excess paper off the paper template once printed 
and use this for positioning and checking the design will 
fit the area you are planning to quilt-in-the-hoop. 

•  Insert the BLUE dot bobbin case into the embroidery 
machine. This is an optional accessory but you really do 
need it for Acufil quilting or the top needle thread will 
pull too much to the back of the quilt which is not what 
you want. The blue dot bobbin case with a much lower 
tension will help prevent this happening. 

•  Hoop up the quilt using the hard template and 8 
magnets. Position the quilt so that the centre of the 
hard template with blue grid is in the CENTRE of the 
block you intend to quilt. Adjust the needle position 
using the jog arrows on the Janome embroidery 
machine screen if necessary. The needle should be right 
over the hole in the centre of the template. 

•  Remove the hard template and select One stitch stop 
in the Embroidery Set menu of the machine. This is 
necessary as you will want to have the machine stop 
after 1 stitch so that you can pull up the bobbin thread 
like you usually do with your quilting. Janome thinks of 
everything! 

•  There are 44 hoopings to stitch but they don’t take 
very long and you do not even have to remove the 
hoop from the machine to re-hoop for each subsequent 
block. Just slip the hard template under the needle, 
adjust the quilt position and re-clamp the magnets. 
Very slick and accurate! 
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•  You can bury the threads later or cut off at the quilt 
surface if you wish. 

•  Remember to select the other 2 designs when you 
reach those blocks. 

TIP: If you are clamping and quilting areas near the 
edge of your Quilt and you don’t have enough fabric to 
clamp onto the hoop – Don’t worry. Just cut scrap strips 
of batting and fabric and zig-zag them along the edge 
of the quilt. You need only do this where you will be 
clamping. Use WATER SOLUBLE thread in the needle  
and then all you need do is spritz with water after you 
have finished quilting and these strips will peel away  
from the quilt.

 

 

 

Step 8 - Quilting the Baby blocks – I totally love the way 
the Continental M7’s Acufeed flex plus does a fabulous 
job of walking foot quilting. So I quilted this block using 
the Wide Acufeed flex foot with the Open toe sole plate 
and SL3. However, this could have been quilted with free 
motion using a straight ruler/template. 

Step 9 -  Quilting the Lemon star – this was quilted using 
a straight quilting ruler/template and the QR foot with 
Ditch quilting around the star and then 1/4" inside the 
star in a diamond shape. The line squares and triangles 
around the star were also ruler quilted with 1/4" spacing 
continuing the triangle and square shapes of the piecing

Useful Links 
Janome Ruler Foot

Sew Comfortable templates for Rulerwork

https://janomelife.wordpress.com/2020/02/03/new-rulerwork-feet-from-janome/
https://janomelife.wordpress.com/2020/01/15/sew-comfortable-templates-for-rulerwork/
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Step 10 - Quilting the Mosaic block – I have been pretty 
impressed with our Janome Canada artisan, Melissa 

Marginet’s walking foot quilting techniques. I used the 
Acufeed flex foot wide with Open toe sole plate to quilt 
a series of interlocking diamonds over the top of the 
mosaics. The fabric was not marked. The first 2 lines were 
diagonals from corner to corner and then I eye-balled 
from the corner to the point I intended to reach.

Step 11 - Quilting the Grandma’s Garden block – Again 
I used the Acufeed flex foot with open toe sole plate. I 
quilted around the 3 rings of Grandma’s flowers.

Step 12 - Quilting the Log cabin – The log cabin was ditch 
quilted with straight stitch as well as serpentine stitch 
down the middle of each log cabin strip. In addition, the 
appliques were outlined around the outside edge and 
1/4" inside the heart. 

Step 13 - Quilting the sashing strips – You may either use 
Acufeed flex ditch quilting spacing this at a 1/4" rectangle 
inside each strip to form an inner rectangle OR you could 
use the Rulerwork foot and straight ruler and do this with 
free motion ruler work. The choice is yours. I used lime 
thread in the needle and coral thread in the bobbin. 

Step 14 - Quilting in the borders: again the choice is 
yours as to whether you use the Acufeed flex foot and 
space rows of quilting to fill these areas or whether you 
will use a ruler work foot and template and do a similar 
thing by a different quilting technique. I used lime thread 
in the needle and coral thread in the bobbin.

https://marginet.weebly.com
https://marginet.weebly.com
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FINISHING THE QUILT:

Step 1 - Square up and trim the quilt as necessary.

Step 2 - Cut binding strips – cut 2" wide strips x 5 strips 
full width of fabric. I chose to use the coral print to pull 
the edge in and tie it in to the quilt. 

Step 3 - Join all 5 strips on the short ends with neat 45 
degree angle joins. It is not necessary to press the seams 
open. Press to one side so that the pressed side faces the 
back of the binder. The seams will flip that way as it goes 
through the binder anyway. 

Step 4 - Attach the Janome Quilt binder to the machine 
and insert the 2" strip into the binder so that the wrong 
side faces you. 

 

TIP: Here is a link to a video showing how to use the 
Janome Quilt Binder. 

Step 5 - Sew the binding all the way around the quilt 
starting and ending on one of the sides, ie, not at a 
corner. 

Step 6 - Remove from the quilt binder and join the  
tails as you would normally do.

Step 7 - Press.

Step 8 - Attach a sleeve and quilt label if desired. 

We hope you enjoyed reading about or, better still, 
making your own version of this Quilt sampler project. Do 
let us have your feedback. Comment on our Janome Life 
blog or on our Janome Canada Facebook or Instagram 
pages. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7k5x91AOb24&list=PLjaHtAFNGJ-kcHxq9SI4AOIh2cSrmT6ZG&index=4&t=0s

